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1. Exempt vs. Non-Exempt

2. MN Wage Theft Statute

3. MPLS Wage Theft

Where Are We Headed?
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 “If I pay an employee a salary, then he’s exempt.”

 “This employee’s job title is ‘manager,’ 

‘supervisor,’ or ‘administrator,’ so he’s exempt.”

 “This employee is performing sales work from 

home, so he’s exempt.”

 “This employee doesn’t want to punch a clock, so 

we’re going to pay him a salary and he’s exempt.”

 “I don’t let my employees work overtime, so it 

doesn’t matter how I classify them.”

Common Misconceptions
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 Executive Exemption

 Administrative Exemption

 Professional Exemption 

 Learned & Creative Professionals

 Computer Employee Exemption

 Outside Sales Exemption

 Highly-Compensated Employees

What are the “White Collar” Exemptions?
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 Three part test:

1) Salary level

2) Salary basis

3) Duties test

White Collar Exemptions (cont.)
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 From 2004 to 2020, $455 per week (or 

$23,660 annually).

 Effective January 1, 2020, increased to $684 

per week ($35,568 annually).

 No salary level required for outside 

salespersons, teachers, lawyers, or doctors.

Test #1 – Salary Level
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 Final Rule announced on September 24, 2019

 Effective: January 1, 2020

 Major changes:

 Increases salary threshold for minimum 

wage and overtime exemption from $455 to 

$684 per week (or from $23,660 to $35,568

annually) for executive, administrative, and 

professional employees (the “white collar 

exemptions.” 

DOL’s New Salary Level
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 Major changes continued:

 Permits employers to now use discretionary 

bonuses and incentive payments, including 

commissions, to satisfy up to 10% of the new 

salary level.

 Increases the total annual compensation for 

“highly compensated employees” from 

$100,000 to $107,432.

New Salary Level (cont.)
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 Must receive full salary (i.e., $684 per week) 

in any week where work is performed.

 Cannot be reduced based on quality or 

quantity of work.

 Exception for full-day absences for “personal 

reasons,” disciplinary suspensions, and 

pursuant to bona fide PTO plan.

Test #2 – Salary Basis
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 An employee who meets the salary level tests 

and the salary basis tests is exempt only if the 

employee also performs exempt job duties.

 “Primary duty” (principal, main, major or most 

important duty ) of employee must fall under 

category of exempt duties.

Test #3 – Duties Test
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Exemption Salary Level Salary Basis Duties Test

Executive At least $684 per 

week ($35,568 

per year)

At least 90% of the 

salary level ($616 per 

week) must be paid 

on a “salary basis”

Up to 10% ($68 per 

week) may be 

satisfied with 

nondiscretionary 

bonuses or incentive 

payments.

The employee’s 

“primary duty” must be 

that of an exempt 

executive employee.
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Exemption Salary Level Salary Basis Duties Test

Administrative At least $684 per 

week ($35,568 

per year)

At least 90% of the 

salary level ($616 per 

week) must be paid 

on a “salary basis”

Up to 10% ($68 per 

week) may be 

satisfied with 

nondiscretionary 

bonuses or incentive 

payments.

The employee’s 

“primary duty” must be 

that of an exempt 

administrative 

employee.
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Exemption Salary Level Salary Basis Duties Test

Professional At least $684 per 

week ($35,568 

per year)

Does NOT apply

to doctors,

lawyers, or 

teachers

At least 90% of the 

salary level ($616 per 

week) must be paid 

on a “salary basis”

Up to 10% ($68 per 

week) may be 

satisfied with 

nondiscretionary 

bonuses or incentive 

payments.

Does NOT apply to 

doctors, lawyers, or 

teachers

The employee’s 

“primary duty” must be 

that of an exempt 

professional employee.
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Exemption Salary Level Salary Basis Duties Test

Outside Sales Not applicable Not applicable The employee’s 

“primary duty” must be 

that of an exempt 

outside sales 

employee.
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Exemption Salary Level Salary Basis Duties Test

Highly-

Compensated

$107,432 per 

year in total 

compensation 

AND

Payment of at 

least $684 per 

week

100% of the salary

level ($616 per week) 

must be paid on a 

“salary basis” or “fee 

basis”

The remainder of the 

total annual 

compensation 

requirement may be 

paid in 

nondiscretionary 

bonuses or incentive 

payments (including 

commissions)

The employee’s 

“primary duty” must be 

office or non-manual 

work.

Must “customarily and 

regularly” perform any 

one or more of the 

exempt duties or 

responsibilities of an 

executive, 

administrative or 

professional employee.



 Who conducts an audit?

 What is the scope of the audit? 

 Employees vs. Non-Employees

 Exempt vs. Non-Exempt

 Compensable Time / Off-the-Clock Work

 Regular Rate and Overtime Calculation

 Recordkeeping

 How to protecting the audit from discovery?

Basics of FLSA Audits
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 Potential Auditors

 Managers / Supervisors

 HR

 In-house Counsel

 Outside Counsel

 Utilizing counsel is recommended because:

 (1) Protecting results from discovery;

 (2) Legal opinions can show “good faith.”

Who Conducts the Audit?
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 Key Areas of Focus:

 Employees vs. Non-Employees

 Exempt vs. Non-Exempt

 Compensable Time / Off-the-Clock Work

 Regular Rate and Overtime Calculation

 Recordkeeping

Scope of the Audit
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 FLSA defines employee as “any individual 

employed by an employer.”

 Covered employment includes  arrangements in 

which one party “suffers or permits” another 

person to work.

 “Economic Reality Test” – whether the worker 

is, as a matter of “economic reality,” dependent 

upon the putative “employer.”

Who is an “Employee”?
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1) Degree of control over the manner in which the 

work is performed; 

2) Worker’s opportunity for profit or loss; 

3) Worker’s investment (equipment, materials, or 

assistants); 

4) Whether the service requires a special skill;

5) Degree of permanence; and 

6) Whether the service is “integral” to employer's 

business.

Economic Realities Test
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 For most of the white-collar exemptions, there 

is a three-part test:

1) Salary level

2) Salary basis

3) Duties test

 Be mindful that there are other exemptions 

that may apply.

Who is Exempt?
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 No minimum wage or overtime pay 

requirements for employees who perform 

certain duties and receive a qualifying salary.

 No time records need to be kept.

What Does “Exempt” Mean?
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 Regularly receives a predetermined amount 

of compensation each pay period (on a 

weekly or less frequent basis)

 The compensation cannot be reduced by 

improper wage deductions.

 Must be paid the full salary for any week in 

which the employee performs any work.

 Need not be paid for any workweek when no 

work is performed.

What Does “Salary Basis” Mean?
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 Impermissible Wage Deductions:

 Performance 

 Discipline

 Partial Day absence

 Work is unavailable for employee

 Safe Harbor Rule: 

 If an inadvertent deduction is made, the 29 

C.F.R. 541.603 pay save the exempt status 

if employee is promptly reimbursed.

Salary Basis (cont.)
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 Permissible Wage Deductions:

 No work performed during an entire week 

(and not on paid leave or paid vacation)

 Violations of safety rules resulting in 

suspension (written policy required)

 First or Last week of employment

 Missing work under the FMLA.

Salary Basis (cont.)
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 Employee needs to be performing “exempt work” 

as defined by the DOL regulations.

 Look at day-to-day job tasks.

 A good job title (or job description) is not 

sufficient.

What Is the “Duties Test”?
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 Typical FLSA Problems:

 They do not spend most of their time managing 

the business (instead, they are generally 

required to perform the same amount of work as 

other, non-salaried employees); 

 They do not regularly supervise two or more full-

time employees; or 

 They do not have the power to hire or fire 

employees.

Are Assistant Managers Exempt?
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 There are less-common exemptions that may apply to 

the employees at issue.

 Does the employee drive a vehicle that weighs more 

than 10,000 pounds across state lines?

 Motor Carrier Exemption.

 Does the work in a retail establishment and receive 

commissions?

 Retail Sales Exemption.

Do Other Exemptions Apply?
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 Employees must be paid an overtime rate of not less 

than 1.5 times an employee’s “regular rate” of pay 

after 40 hours.

 Overtime is calculated on actual time worked (not 

time paid but not actually worked – e.g., sick leave, 

holiday pay, etc.).

 Some states have overtime laws which differ from 

federal requirements (e.g., California requires OT 

after 8 hours).

What Is “Overtime”?
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 “Regular Rate” Calculations

 Divide total earnings in the workweek by the 

total number of hours worked in the workweek.

 Exclusions:

 Sums paid as gifts;

 Payments for time not worked (e.g., PTO, sick 

leave, vacation);

 Reimbursement for expenses;

 Discretionary bonuses;

Overtime (cont.)
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 Exclusions: (cont.)

 Profit sharing plans

 Contributions to retirement and health insurance 

plans;

 Overtime premium payments; and

 Stock options.

Overtime (cont.)
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 Typically included in the “Regular Rate”

 Commissions;

 Attendance bonuses;

 Productivity bonuses;

 Bonuses for quality or accuracy of work;

 Shift differentials (such as premiums paid for hazardous 

work or night work);

 Commissions;

 Longevity pay;

Overtime (cont.)
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 Typically included (cont.):

 Bonuses or other payments made pursuant to a 

contract, agreement, or promise (e.g., handbook 

or personnel policy);

 Value of non-monetary awards (i.e., cost to 

employer);

 Voluntary overtime premiums (if that premium was 

less than 1.5 times regular rate); and

 On-call pay, even if the employee does not work 

while on call.

Overtime (cont.)
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 Step 1 

 Total Straight Time Earnings (Minus Statutory 

Exclusions) ÷ Total Hours Worked = Regular 

Rate

 Step 2 

 Regular Rate x .5 = Half Time Premium

 Step 3 

 Half-Time Premium x Overtime Hours = Total 

Overtime Premium Due

“Regular Rate” Calculation
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 Announced on December 16, 2019

 Effective January 15, 2020

 Designed to clarify calculation of “Regular Rate” under the 

FLSA.

 Regular rate is defined as “all remuneration for 

employment paid to, or on behalf of, the employee,” 

subject to several statutory exclusions.

 Includes more than just the employee’s hourly rate 

(e.g., nondiscretionary bonuses, on-call pay, etc.)

 Unless the payment fits into one of the statutory 

exclusions, it must be included in the regular rate 

calculation.

DOL’s New “Regular Rate” Rule
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 Rule confirms or clarifies the following:

 That the cost of providing wellness programs, onsite 

specialist treatment, gym access and fitness classes, and 

employee discounts on retail goods and services may be 

excluded from an employee’s regular rate of pay.

 That payments for unused paid leave, including paid sick 

leave, may be excluded from an employee’s regular rate 

of pay.

 That reimbursed expenses need not be incurred “solely” 

for the employer’s benefit for the reimbursements to be 

excludable from an employee’s regular rate.

“Regular Rate” Rule (cont.)
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 Rule confirms or clarifies the following:

 That employers do not need a prior formal contract or 

agreement with the employee(s) to exclude certain 

overtime premiums described in sections 7(e)(5) and (6) 

of the FLSA.

 That pay for time that would not otherwise qualify as 

“hours worked,” including bona fide meal periods, may be 

excluded from an employee’s regular rate unless an 

agreement or established practice indicates that the 

parties have treated the time as hours worked. 

“Regular Rate” Rule (cont.)
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Wage Theft
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 In May 2019, the Wage Theft Law was passed as 

part of 100+ page omnibus bill during a special 

session over Memorial Day weekend. 

 Main Provisions:

1) Criminalizes “wage theft.”

2) Revises recordkeeping requirements. 

3) Creates new “wage notice.”

4) Adds DOLI and Attorney General 

enforcement.

Minnesota Wage Theft Law
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 Minn. Stat. § 609.52, subd. 2(19) makes “wage theft” 

a crime punishable by prison.

 If the value of the wage theft exceeds $35,000, a 

violator may be sentenced to prison for up to 20 

years, receive a fine of up to $100,000, or both. 

 Minn. Stat. § 609.52, subd. 1(13) defines “wage theft” 

which includes any of the following actions by an 

employer “with intent to defraud:”

 (1) Failing to pay an employee all wages, salary, 

gratuities, earnings, or commissions as required 

by federal, state, or local law;

“Wage Theft” is a Crime
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 (3) Directly or indirectly causing an employee to 

give a receipt for wages for an amount greater 

than the amount actually paid to the employee 

for services rendered;

 (4) Directly or indirectly demanding or receiving 

from any employee any rebate or refund from 

the wages owed to the employee; or 

 (5) Making it appear in any manner that the 

wages paid to any employee were greater than 

the amount actually paid to the employee. 

“Wage Theft” (cont.)
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DOLI FAQs



 Employers must provide a “Wage Notice” to new 

employees at the start of their employment. 

 Form must be signed by the employee.

 Form must include translation information 

developed by MN-DOLI.

 Additionally, employer must provide employees with 

any written changes to the information contained in 

the wage notice before the changes become 

effective.

 Second notice does not need to be signed.

“Wage Notice” Form
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New “Wage Notice” Form

45Available at https://www.dli.mn.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/employee_notice_form.pdf

https://www.dli.mn.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/employee_notice_form.pdf


The wage notice form must include 9 elements: 

 (1) the rate or rates of pay and basis thereof, including 

whether the employee is paid by the hour, shift, day, week, 

salary, piece, commission, or other method, and the specific 

application of any additional rates;

 (2) allowances, if any, claimed pursuant to permitted meals 

and lodging;

 (3) paid vacation, sick time, or other paid time-off accruals and 

terms of use;

 (4) the employee’s employment status and whether the 

employee is exempt from minimum wage, overtime, and other 

provisions of chapter 177, and on what basis;

“Wage Notice” Form (cont.)
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 (5) a list of deductions that may be made from the employee’s 

pay;

 (6) the number of days in the pay period, the regularly 

scheduled pay day, and the pay day on which the employee 

will receive the first payment of wages earned;

 (7) the legal name of the employer and the operating name of 

the employer if different from the legal name;

 (8) the physical address of the employer’s main office or 

principal place of business, and a mailing address if different; 

and

 (9) the telephone number of the employer.

“Wage Notice” Form (cont.)
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DOLI FAQs
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DOLI FAQs
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DOLI FAQs



 Employers must now keep additional employment 

records, including:

 The basis of pay (hourly, salary, piece rate, etc.);

 Personnel policies provided to the employee 

(including the date the policies were given to the 

employee) and a brief description of the policies; 

and

 A signed copy of each employee’s wage notice 

form.

Revised Recordkeeping Requirements
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DOLI FAQs



 The law requires that all records be available for 

inspection and must be kept in a place where employees 

are working or kept in a manner that allows the employer 

to comply with a demand for inspection within 72 hours.

 New maximum fine of $5,000 for repeat violations of 

recordkeeping requirements. 

 Prohibition on retaliation:

 The law provides additional retaliation protections 

for employees who assert rights under the MFLSA 

and Minn. Stat. §§ 181.01 to 181.723, or 181.79.

Revised Recordkeeping (cont.)
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 The law allows the MNDOLI Commissioner to enter 

an employer’s place of business, during working 

hours, to investigate violations of various Minnesota 

statutes related to labor standards and wages, 

employment, child labor, and employment agencies. 

 Authority includes the ability to collect evidence of 

potential violations and interview witnesses. 

New MN-DOLI Authority
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 New information required on an employee’s earning 

statement, which must provided to each employee 

at the end of a pay period:

 Rate or rates of pay and “basis thereof” 

(hourly, salary, piece rate, etc.);

 Any allowances for meals or lodging; and

 The employer’s address and phone number. 

Revised Earning Statements
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Hull v. ConvergeOne, Inc., 
2021 WL 5180189 (D. Minn. Nov. 8, 2021)

56

 Hull, a Utah resident, was hired by CovergeOne as a 

salesperson.

 Hull was subject to commissions plans in 2017 and 2019.

 Hull alleged that ConvergeOne deliberately underpaid him 

millions of dollars in commissions.

 Hull sued under Minn. Stat. § 181.032 (earnings 

statements), § 181.03 (failing to pay commissions), §

181.101 (retaliation).

 ConvergeOne moved to dismiss.



Hull, (cont.)

57

 Court first denied ConvergeOne’s motion on the basis that Hull’s 

employment was not covered by Minnesota law.

 Court noted that Hull alleged that “he attended a four-day 

mandatory training session in Minnesota, that he receive[d] 

ongoing guidance, supervision, and direction from his 

Minnesota supervisors, and that he regularly attend[ed] virtual 

meetings and conference calls with colleagues in Minnesota.”

 Court noted that, like the MHRA, the MPWA “contains no 

express provision extending its application beyond the borders 

of the state.”

 Citing Wilson v. CFMOTO Powersports, Inc. (D. Minn. 2016), 

court noted that these contacts could be sufficient.



Hull, (cont.)
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 Court denied ConvergeOne’s motion to dismiss § 181.032 claim.

 Court rejected ConvergeOne’s argument that § 181.032 only 

requires an employer to provide an earnings statement that 

indicates the general “basis,” or foundation, of an employee's pay.

 The Court found that that “basis,” as used in § 181.032, is unclear.

 It could refer only to the general type of payment, i.e., hourly 

pay, salary, commissions, etc.,

 It could also refer to the formula used to determine 

commissions or pay.

 Held that Hull’s allegations – that ConvergeOne failed to explain the 

basis for his commissions – “fall within the scope of the statute.”



 All earnings – including salary and gratuities – must be 

paid at least every 31 days. 

 All earned commissions must be paid at least once every 

three months. 

 New law removes the 15-day maximum penalty for an 

employer’s failure to pay wages upon an employee’s 

demand.

 Potentially unlimited penalties after a 10-day 

notice period, and 1/15 penalty for earned but 

unpaid commissions after 10-day notice period. 

Timing of Payment and Commissions
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2019 Minn. Law 1st Sp., ch. 7



Hull, (cont.)

61

 Court denied ConvergeOne’s motion to dismiss § 181.101 claim.

 Court noted that § 181.101 provides “a substantive right for 

employees to the payment of wages, including salary, earnings, 

and gratuities, as well as commissions, in addition to the right to 

be paid at certain times.”

 ConvergeOne argued that Hull’s claim failed because Hull 

“fail[ed] to allege the DLI made a claim for payment that went 

unpaid.”

 Court rejected he argument, noting that “the statute clearly gives 

employees a substantive right to bring a private action in 

response to a wage dispute, regardless of any action or inaction 

by the DLI.”



Hull, (cont.)
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 Court noted that enforcing the waiting-time “penalty” may be limited to 

DLI enforcement:

 “While the ability to enforce a penalty is limited to the DLI, 

with any collected funds going to the employee, id., Hull does 

not allege that he is entitled to collect a penalty.”

 Minn. Stat. § 181.171 provides:

 “A person may bring a civil action seeking redress for violations 

of sections . . .181.03, . . .181.032, . . . 181.101 . . . 181.13, 

181.14, 181.145 . . . directly to district court. An employer who is 

found to have violated the above sections is liable to the 

aggrieved party for the civil penalties or damages provided for 

in the section violated. . . . .”

 Also liable for “compensatory damages” and “attorneys fees.”



 Wage Theft Act gave the Attorney General authority to 

enforce Minn. Stat. ch. 177 and 181 under Minn. Stat. §

8.31.

New Attorney General Authority
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 Minn. Stat. § 8.31

 Attorney general has the power to investigate 

violations of law when it has “a reasonable ground 

to believe that any person has violated, or is about 

to violate, any of the laws of this state” referenced 

in the statute.

 Able to issue a Civil Investigative Demand (CID) 

without initiating a lawsuit. 

Attorney General Authority (cont.)
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New Attorney General Authority
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Madison Equities v. Office of Attorney General, 
2021 WL 79337 (Minn. Ct. App. Jan. 11, 2021)

67

 Security Guards alleged that they were instructed to work 

at different facilities when they approached 40 hours, but 

were not paid overtime.

 Attorney General commenced an investigation under  

Minn. Stat. § 8.31 and sought data from Madison 

Equities.

 Attorney general has the power to investigate 

violations of law when it has “a reasonable ground 

to believe that any person has violated, or is about 

to violate, any of the laws of this state”

 Madison Equities moved for a protective order.



Madison Equities , (cont.)

68

 District Court granted the motion to compel.

 Concluded that  the security guards’ complaints “provide a 

reasonable basis to believe the [Madison Group] may have 

violated the law” and that “the request is sufficiently tailored 

for the level of pre-complaint discovery that the Legislature 

contemplated.”

 Ordered Madison Equities to respond to requests relating to 

30 “related companies.”



Madison Equities , (cont.)
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 Court of appeals affirmed in part and reversed in part:

 1) The attorney general may obtain information related to the 

following entities: Madison Equities, First Bank Building LLC, 

Alliance Center LLC, and U.S. Bank Center LLC.

 2) The attorney general may obtain information related only 

to those individuals who were or are employed by Madison 

Equities as security guards.

 3) The attorney general may obtain information dating back 

three years from the filing of the CID.

 Madison Equities petitioned the Minnesota Supreme Court for 

review, which was granted.



Madison Equities v. Office of Attorney General, 
967 N.W.2d 667 (Minn. 2021)

70

 Held that Section 8.31 sets two parameters for a valid civil 

investigative demand:

 (1) The AG must have a reasonable basis to believe that 

a law has been or will be violated; and 

 (2) The information sought must be “reasonably relevant 

to the subject matter involved in the alleged violation”

 Held that the court of appeals “erred when it limited the civil 

investigative demand to just the four named companies that 

paid security guards.”

 Remanded for additional findings regarding the 30 Madison 

Equity related entities.



Madison Equities , (cont.)
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 Held that the definition of “worker” is limited to non-exempt worker, but 

reversed the court of appeals regarding limiting the investigation to 

security officers.

 “Because section 8.31 empowers the Attorney General to seek 

information that is relevant to the subject matter of the 

investigation, not just information about harm to specific 

complainants, the court of appeals erred in limiting the definition 

of ‘worker’ to just security guards.”

 “[W]hile we agree that the definition of worker must be 

narrowed, we reverse the court of appeals in part and hold that, 

for purposes of the Demand, the definition of ‘worker’ should be 

limited to hourly employees.”



Madison Equities , (cont.)

72

 Despite the remand, the court ordered that Madison 

Equities to produce the rest of the records “promptly” (i.e., 

15 days for requests for documents and 20 days for 

interrogatories).



MPLS “Wage Theft” Ordinance
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 The City of Minneapolis’s wage theft 

ordinance went into effect on January 1, 

2020. 

 Applies to any employee who works for an 

employer for at least 80 hours per year within 

the geographic boundaries of the City of 

Minneapolis.

 Enforced by the Minneapolis Civil Rights 

Department, Labor Standards Division.

Minneapolis Wage Theft Ordinance
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MPLS Labor Standards Statistics
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MPLS Stats (cont.)
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MPLS Stats (cont.)
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MPLS Stats (cont.)
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 Similar to the Minnesota Wage Theft law:

 (1) Prohibits “wage theft”;

 (2) Requires employers to provide “pre-

hire” notices and “supplemental” notices; 

and 

 (3) Requires employers to provide 

“statement of earnings” at the end of 

each pay period.

MPLS Wage Theft Ordinance
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 MPLS “Pre-Hire” Notices must include:

 All information required by state law.

 Date on which employment is to begin 

(unless cannot be determined ahead of 

time despite reasonable diligence).

 For non-exempt employees, number of 

hours for overtime to apply and applicable 

rate.

 Statement that tip sharing is voluntary, per 

state law.

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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 MPLS “Pre-Hire” Notices must include:

 Rights under Minneapolis SST (or info 

regarding other sick or PTO policy used to 

comply with SST), which must include the 

following elements: 

 (1) the method of accrual; 

 (2) the date of use, and 

 (3) the benefit year.

 Must be signed (or e-signed) by the employee.

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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 Unlike the Minnesota statute, the Minneapolis 

ordinance requires that employers provide the 

same notice to all current employees on or 

before the first pay period of 2020.  

 The only exception is if the employer 

previously provided the employee with “all of 

the information contained in the prehire

notice.”

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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Q: Are employers required to provide current employees 

with the prehire notice?

A: Yes, current employees are covered by the ordinance as of 

its effective date of January 1, 2020. Any current 

employee, as of January 1, 2020, who did not previously 

receive all the required information (including notice of the 

employer's sick leave, paid time off, or other time off policy 

which meets Sick and Safe Time ordinance requirements) 

must be provided with a pre-hire notice no later than 

during the first full pay period of 2020. Current 

employees who were already provided with all of the 

information required by the prehire notice (even if it 

was not all provided in a single notice) do not need to 

receive the information a second time. 83



 MPLS “Supplemental” Notices

 Like state law, the Minneapolis ordinance 

requires an employer to provide notice of 

“any changes to the information contained” 

in the original pre-hire notice.

 Unlike state law, supplemental notices must be 

signed (can be e-signed) by employee.

 The only exception is for a wage increase if, 

in advance of the increase, the employee 

received notice of the amount and date of 

the increase.

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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 Notice Poster

 In addition to physically posting the notice, 

the employer must provide each new 

employee with a copy of the city’s notice 

poster.  

 FAQs provide that new employees must 

receive a copy of the notice in “in 

electronic or printed form . . . no later than 

the first date on which the employee 

begins performing work for the employer.”

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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 MPLS Statement of Earnings

 In addition to the information that is 

required by state law, the Minneapolis 

ordinance also requires that employers 

provide “the number of hours of Sick and 

Safe Time accrued and used by the 

employee.”

 If using PTO, employer should list both 

the balance and the number of PTO 

hours used for the year.

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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 Employers may provide the pre-hire notices, 

the supplemental notices, and the earning 

statements electronically.

 But, employees have the right to request 

them in writing. 

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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 Ordinance also incorporates state overtime, 

meal break, and rest break standards. 

 This means that the city may pursue relief for 

employees on its own instead of turning the 

case over to state officials. 

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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 Ordinance provides for the publication of a list 

of entities with “outstanding wage 

obligations,” including unpaid relief to 

employees or fines.

 Entities on the list will be barred from entering 

into contracts or bonds with the city and are 

risk of losing their city license. 

MPLS Wage Theft (cont.)
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 Effective January 1, 2021.

 Requires businesses to enter into written 

agreements with particular requirements with 

most “freelance workers.”

 Applies to “commercial hiring parties” and 

“individual hiring parties.”

 “Freelancer” is defined to 1099 workers and 

sole proprietors.

Freelance Worker Ordinance
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 Effective May 1, 2021.

 Expires 1 year after expiration of Gov.’s 

peacetime emergency and local public 

health emergency.

 Requires covered hospitality industry 

employers to hire qualified employees who 

were laid off first, unless those employees 

reject that position or fail to respond. 

 Is it preempted by a CBA?

Hospitality Worker Right to Recall
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QUESTIONS?

Thank you.
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